Land of the Griffon Vulture

Most impressive nature

Striking landscapes
Great Minds

Nikola Tesla Museum

An impressive interactive exhibition with 3D models of Tesla’s inventions
World Talents

Novak Djokovic - One of the world’s most talented and successful tennis players of modern times
Cradle of Civilization

First European settlement

Centre of one of the most important prehistoric cultures
Royal History

Home of our Royal Prince and his family

Dynamic and rich historical heritage
Fusion of Cultures

One of the largest Orthodox churches in the world

Multicultural and multiethnic environment
Long-lasting Tradition

Experience true Serbian customs

Enjoy Serbian hospitality and tradition
Gastronomic Experience

Soulfood of Serbia

Amazing fusion of customs, flavors and multiculturalism in gastronomy
Destination Belgrade

Meeting point among different civilizations

Located on the confluence of Danube and Sava rivers
Destination Belgrade

Vibrant and dynamic, 2 million people city

One of the oldest European cities
Destination Belgrade

Experience true Bohemian spirit of Belgrade

Taste some of the best local specialties
Destination Belgrade

Renewed industrial district on the river bank

New urban and cultural hub of Belgrade
Destination Belgrade

Belgrade’s sea in heart of the city

Green oasis and leisure paradise of Belgrade
“One of the 10 Hot Spots of Europe” by Lonely Planet Guide
“Europe’s New Capital of Cool” by London Times
Welcome to Serbia